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Abstract. The automation of data analysis in the form of scientific workflows is a widely adopted
practice in many fields of research nowadays. Computationally driven data-intensive experiments using workflows enable Automation, Scaling, Adaption and Provenance support (ASAP).
However, there are still several challenges associated with the effective sharing, publication, understandability and reproducibility of such workflows due to the incomplete capture of provenance and the dependence on particular technical (software) platforms. This paper presents CWLProv, an approach for retrospective provenance capture utilizing open source community-driven
standards involving application and customization of workflow-centric Research Objects (ROs).
The ROs are produced as an output of a workflow enactment defined in the Common Workflow
Language (CWL) using the CWL reference implementation and its data structures. The approach
aggregates and annotates all the resources involved in the scientific investigation including inputs, outputs, workflow specification, command line tool specifications and input parameter settings. The resources are linked within the RO to enable re-enactment of an analysis without depending on external resources. The workflow provenance profile is represented in W3C recommended standard PROV-N and PROV-JSON format to capture retrospective provenance of the
workflow enactment. The workflow-centric RO produced as an output of a CWL workflow enactment is expected to be interoperable, reusable, shareable and portable across different platforms. This paper describes the need and motivation for CWLProv and the lessons learned in
applying
it
for
ROs
using
CWL
in
the
bioinformatics
domain.
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Introduction

The transparent and comprehensive sharing of experimental designs is critical to establish trust and ensure authenticity, quality and reproducibility of any research result.
With data growing exponentially in different domains [1], the practice to perform computational analyses of generated data using workflows has overtaken many traditional
research methods using ad-hoc scripts in past few decades [2]. Scientific workflow design and management has become an essential part of many computationally driven
data-intensive analyses enabling Automation, Scaling, Adaptation, and Provenance
support (ASAP) [3]. A number of studies have advocated for complete provenance
tracking of scientific workflows to ensure transparency, reproducibility, analytical validity, quality assurance and attribution of (published) research results [4]. Provenance
information for workflows is divided into: Retrospective Provenance; Prospective
Provenance and Workflow Evolution. Retrospective provenance refers to the detailed
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record of the implementation of a computational task including details of every executed process together with comprehensive information about the execution environment used to derive a specific data product. Prospective provenance refers to the ‘recipes’ used to enact a computational task, e.g. the workflow specification [5]. Workflow
Evolution refers to tracking of any alteration in the existing workflow resulting in another version of the workflow that may produce either the same or different resultant
data artefacts. The focus of this study is to demonstrate the application and customization of Research Objects (ROs) [6] produced as output of workflow enactment using
the reference implementation of the Common Workflow Language (CWL) [7] to record
retrospective provenance. The concept of workflow-centric ROs has been previously
considered in [8–10] where it was used for structuring the analysis methods and aggregating the digital resources utilized in a given analysis. The generated ROs in these
studies typically aggregated data objects, example inputs, workflow specifications, attribution details, details about the execution environment, abstract workflow sketch and
various other elements.
Many studies have empirically investigated the role of automated computational
methods in form of workflows and published best practice recommendations to support
workflow preservation, validity, understandability and re-use. We summarise such recommendations below from the literature to develop a consolidated understanding of the
framework of a workflow-centric RO.
Table 1. Best practice recommendations for workflow publishing and sharing
R1: Workflows should be treated as first class data objects [10];
R2: Workflow specification alone is insufficient to ensure reusability of scientific experiments [11]. Complete provenance capture of workflow enactment should be published along
with the workflow specification. This can also help to avoid workflow decay [8] [12].
R3: A structured description of the experimental steps carried out in a workflow using a “system-neutral” language can ensure well-documented and well described workflows for enhanced understandability of methods [8].
R4: Availability of the underlying associated software with each step of a given workflow is
crucial. More recently container technologies such as Docker, OpenVZ or LXC containers
can be exploited to package the environment and configuration together [13].
R5: While publishing digital scholarly objects, open licensing should be adopted as a practise
to allow sharing and reproducing of published analyses [14, 15].
R6: The description of the underlying software is not enough for reproducing an analysis;
instead workflow specifications and configuration should also be published [15].
R7: Intermediate data products should be captured if feasible to facilitate debugging and error
handling and thorough examination of the published workflows and associated (intermediate)
results [15, 16].

Keeping in view these recommendations, this paper demonstrates how generation of
workflow-centric ROs as an artefact of CWL workflow enactment can be used to
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facilitate the validation of research findings and assist the reuse, sharing and better insights of results. We argue that the combination of these two standards offers an important step towards achieving comprehensive and executable workflow-centric objects
to ultimately improve the understanding and repeatability of scientific investigations.
The capture of retrospective provenance as a “Workflow provenance profile” leverages
well-established community driven ontologies such as PROV [17] and RO vocabularies
[18]. The automatically generated RO aggregates all resources utilized in a workflow
run such that the framework of the generated RO makes the resources accessible and
comprehensible (as detailed in Section 3). The workflow specification and input parameter files are reconfigured to make the workflow packaged in a given RO executable
without depending on any local resource configuration dependencies.
The concept of workflow-centric ROs has been implemented previously but compared to previous efforts, we demonstrate how utilizing the principles of interoperability supported by CWL we are able to avoid platform dependent solutions. With a plethora of heterogeneous workflow definition approaches [19], the widely used workflow
definition standard CWL is supported by various working groups and organizations
implementing scientific workflows in their data analyses. It is defining a standard
mechanism for portability, interoperability and reproducibility of analyses between
platforms that implement the CWL standards. This provides an interoperable bridge
overcoming existing gaps due to lack of consensus and system heterogeneity. In addition, CWL supports the Docker [20] software container format and CWL implementations use Docker, Singularity [21], udocker [22] and other Docker compatible container
runtime engines. resulting in independence from any underlying analysis environment
and the availability of particular tool versions used in a given analysis leading to preservation of the software environment.
In this paper we discuss the standards utilized for this work in section 2 followed by
implementation details and demonstration of the implemented module for an example
CWL workflow in section 3. Section 4 identifies limitations and challenges of interoperable provenance capture and details current and future work. Section 5 considers related work in the area of workflow-centric ROs and especially those capturing retrospective provenance and finally Section 6 concludes the work.

2

Applied Standards and Vocabularies

In this work we follow a recommendation “Reuse vocabularies, preferably standardized ones” from best practices associated with data sharing, representation and publication on web to achieve consensus and interoperability of workflow-based analyses. We
have integrated mature community-driven standards to accomplish aggregation of all
necessary artefacts supporting retrospective provenance associated with workflow enactment. This section discusses the standards and vocabularies applied to achieve an
interoperable solution for workflow and provenance publication and sharing.
Common Workflow Language (CWL) aims to provide extensible, open source
standards supporting interoperable, portable and reproducible workflow-based research. The need for portable and interoperable standards to promote collaborative research is needed more than ever with the rapidly growing list of workflow management
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systems and workflow definition approaches. CWL provides declarative constructs for
workflow and command line tool definition and make minimal assumptions about base
software dependencies, configuration settings, software versions, parameter settings or
the execution environment more generally [13]. It supports comprehensive recording
and of information during workflow design and execution, which can subsequently be
structured and published alongside any resultant analysis. CWL is a community driven
effort widely adopted by workflow design and execution platforms supports interoperability across these diverse platforms. Examples of current adopters include workflowcentric research efforts such as Toil, Arvados, Rabix [23] and Bcbio [24] with in progress implementations in Galaxy, Apache Taverna, and REANA. CWL’s object model
supports the efficient capture of essential provenance information.
Research Object (RO) An exemplary RO encapsulates all the digital artefacts associated with a given computational analysis. The aggregated resources include but are
not limited to: input and output data for experiment results validation; computational
methods such as command line tools and workflow specifications to facilitate workflow
reruns; attribution details for user authentication; retrospective as well as prospective
provenance for better understanding of workflow requirements; and machine-readable
annotations regarding the included artefacts and the relation between them. Consequently, the goal is to make any published scientific investigation and the produced
artefacts “interoperable, reusable, citable, shareable and portable”. The three main
principles of the RO approach are ‘Identity’, ‘Aggregation’, and ‘Annotation’. Together
they look to enable accessibility of tightly-coupled, interrelated and well-understood
aggregated resources involved in a computational analysis as an identifiable object, e.g.
using unique identifiers such as DOIs and ORCIDs. The RO approach is well aligned
with the idea of interoperable and platform-independent solutions for provenance capture of workflows. While ROs can be serialized in different ways, in this work we have
reused the BDBag approach based on BagIt, which has been shown to support largescale workflow data [25] as well as being compatible with data archiving efforts in NIH
Data Commons, Library of Congress and Research Data Alliance. The specialized
workflow-centric RO in this study encompasses the above-mentioned components annotated with various targeted tools and PROV-based “Workflow provenance profile”
capturing the detailed retrospective provenance of the CWL workflow enactment.
PROV Data Model (PROV-DM) The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) developed PROV based on the recommendations of the Provenance Incubator Group. It refers to a suite of specifications introduced to support the unified/interoperable representation and publication of provenance on the Web. The underlying conceptual model,
PROV Data Model (PROV-DM) provides a domain-agonistic model designed to capture fundamental features of provenance with support for extensions to integrate domain-specific information. We have utilised mainly two serializations of PROV for this
study, PROV-Notation (PROV-N) [26] and PROV-JSON [27]. PROV-N is designed
to achieve serialization of the PROV-DM instances by formally representing the information using simplified technology-independent syntax to improve readability. PROVJSON is a lightweight interoperable representation of PROV assertions using JavaScript constructs and data types. The key design and implementation principles of these
two serializations of PROV are in compliance with the goals of this study, hence are a
natural choice to support the design of an adaptable provenance profile.
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3

CWLProv

We present an implementation (CWLProv) integrating the underlying principles of the
applied standards to generate a re-enactable and interoperable workflow object.
3.1

Framework of Workflow Research Object

After analysing the set of recommendations, we modelled the structure of the RO to
identify the data and metadata required accordingly. We systematized the aggregated
resources into the following collections for better understanding and accessibility (Fig.
1). The structure of the RO follows the BDBag approach with checksums of the payload
data/ directory listed in the BagIt manifest-sha1.txt and the RO manifest as JSON-LD
in metadata/manifest.json. The remaining directories constitute the metadata of how the
workflow results were created.
Workflow input file Workflow specification

[B]

cwltool
Workflow execution

Input files

CWL command line
tool specifications

CWL sub-workflow
specification
Output files

Docker for execution environment
Relativised and stored

Provenance
record

Captured

Packed and relativised
Relativised and stored

Stored

Refers to Data

data
[A]

workflow

snapshot

metadata

Refers to Data

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of aggregation and links between components of an RO. Each
CWL tool specification can optionally interact with Docker to satisfy software dependencies. The
RO layer (yellow, [A]) shows the structure of the RO including its contents and interaction with
different components in the RO and the CWL layer (grey, [B]).

data/ is the payload collection of all input and output files used in the workflow
enactment, named according to their SHA-1 hash checksum rather than derived from
their multiple occurrences during workflow execution. This use of content-addressable
storage [28] simplifies identifier generation for data values in the workflow engine.
workflow/ contains copies of the workflow specification file and a input object in
JSON. These do not match exactly the executed files; the absolute paths in the input
job file are replaced with relativized content-addressed paths in “data/”. In addition, the
“--pack” method of cwltool is facilitated to aggregate the CWL description and any
referenced external descriptions (such as sub workflows or external command line tool
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descriptions) into a single executable file. The workflow files are thus rewritten to be
re-runnable without depending on files outside this RO.
snapshot/ comprises copies of the workflow and tool specifications files “as-is”. We
recommend using these resources just for validity of results and for understanding the
workflow enactment, since these files might contain absolute paths or be host-specific;
hence cannot necessarily be re-enacted elsewhere.
metadata/ The workflow provenance profile for the workflow execution associated
with the RO requires rich metadata. PROV-N is used to design the example template
which is later translated into a PROV-JSON and PROV-N file using the Prov Python
library which supports serialization the W3C Provenance Data Model to JSON, PROVN and other formats. In addition, wfdesc is utilized to describe the abstract representation of the workflow and its steps. wfprov is applied to capture provenance aspects that
are hard to present otherwise when using the PROV serialization alone.
3.2

Workflow Enactment Provenance Profile

Building on the core elements of a RO and considering the structure, we propose an
example provenance profile represented using the PRON-N ontology. It refers to a sample two-step workflow where output of the first step is used as input to the second step.
Terms below are used in the retrospective provenance profile associated with the CWL
workflow enactment.
wfdesc “wfdesc:Workflow” for the workflow specification and “wfdesc:hasSubProcess” to relate individual steps to the workflow is added. Each step is described by
“wfdesc:Process”. This gives the prospective view of the workflow specification without the requirement for executing it, hence is associated with entities.
wfprov is used for the activities and entities in the provenance profile. “wfprov:WorkflowRun” and “wfprov:ProcessRun” represents the workflow and individual command
line tool execution respectively. The data items are also described by “wfprov:Artifact”.
Entity refers to any data artefact, input configuration files, workflow and command
line tool specification. Each data artefact is identified using SHA-1 hash value used to
store files in “data”.
Activity: A workflow run and command line tool invocations are classified as activities
identified by a Universal Unique Identifier and labelled with the absolute name of the
step given in the workflow file to improve the readability.
Agent: “SoftwareAgent” represent the engine used to execute the Workflow Plan, identified by a UUID.
wasAssociatedWith: relates activities such as WorkflowRun and ProcessRun to the
SoftwareAgent.
wasStartedBy records an activity’s identifier, starter and time of commencement. In
case of a WorkflowRun, the starter is not depicted as the workflow enactment is not
triggered by another activity whereas in case of a ProcessRun, the starter is the corresponding WorkflowRun.
Used is used by WorkflowRun and ProcessRun. The same entity representing a data
artefact can be used by WorkflowRun and ProcessRun at different instances of time.
wasGeneratedBy is used to associate all output data artefacts, represented as entities
with the respective activity that generates them.
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wasEndedBy represents the relationship between ProcessRun and WorkflowRun and
the time when the ProcessRun is ended by the WorkflowRun.
3.3

Implementation of CWLProv

To demonstrate the practical realisation of the above described workflow-centric RO
and provenance profile, a feature complete implementation cwltool was adopted. It incorporates extensive validation of the CWL files as well as offering a comprehensive
set of test cases to validate new modules introduced for extension to the existing implementation. The existing classes and methods of the implementation were also utilized
to achieve various tasks such as packaging of the workflow and all the tool specifications. CWLProv [40] is an optional module which when invoked as “cwltool --provenance `RO-name` workflow.cwl job.json”, will automatically generate an RO with the
given name without requiring any additional information from the user. The information about the input files is extracted from the JSON job object. Each input file is
assigned a SHA-1 hash value and placed in “data”, making it content-addressable to
avoid local references (Fig. 2). In the next step the workflow and command line tool
specifications are aggregated in one file to create an executable workflow. Moreover,
the input object is transformed into a job object with the references to artefacts in the
RO-name/data by relativising the paths present in the input object. The cwltool control
flow indicates the points when the execution of the workflow and command line tools
involved in a workflow enactment start, end and how the output is reported
back. CWLProv utilises this information and collects the artifacts to be captured in the
RO. It continually updates the provenance profile throughout this process.
Workflow
invocation with
provenance flag

Create Research
Object

Content
addressable Input
artefacts

Input Data
files

Pack workflow and
tool specs

packed.cwl

Provenance
Document
Object

Generate
Provenance
Document

Create relativised
job object

primary-job.json

Declare artifacts
in provenance
document

For step x: Record
artefact usage
in provenance
document
Provenance
Documents

End

PROV-JSON and
PROV-N
serialization

Output
Data files

Add content
addressable
outputs

Workflow
and tool
specs

Snapshot
generation

Workflow: Record
output artefacts
generation in
Provenance
document

For step x: Record
output artifacts
generation
in provenance
document

N
o

Y
e
s

Steps remaining?

Fig. 2. High level process flow representation of retrospective provenance capture

When the execution of the workflow begins, CWLProv generates a document (using
the prov library) which is updated with the default namespaces and the workflow run
“activity”. In addition, a UUID for the engine is also generated to record the SoftwareAgent for every workflow enactment. For each step, a UUID is generated as an identifier for the “activity” to be included in the provenance profile. For each step level
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activity, the start time and association with the workflow activity is created and stored
as part of the overall provenance. After completing the execution of an individual step,
the outputs are assigned to the outputs of the workflow step and the provenance profile
records the generation of outputs at the step level. Once all steps complete, the workflow outputs are collected and the generation of these outputs at the workflow level are
recorded in the provenance profile. Moreover, using the checksum generated by
cwltool, the content-addressable copies are saved in “data”. The provenance profile refers to these files using the same checksum such that they are traceable for further analysis if required. The workflow specification, command line tool specifications and
JSON job file is archived in the “snapshot” to preserve the actual workflow history.
3.4

Case Study Demonstration

The CWL workflow [40] used to demonstrate working of CWLProv accepts protein
and respective nucleotide sequence files as input and compute ratio of number of nonsynonymous substitutions per non-synonymous sites to number of synonymous substitution per synonymous sites (dN/dS). dN/dS ratio is frequently used in evolutionary
studies as a measure to quantify selective pressure on a protein coding region using
codon as unit of evolution [29]. The workflow comprises of two array type input ports
for each input and one step invoking a nested sub workflow (Fig. 3).
Workflow Inputs

proteins
Workflow Inputs

nucleotides

multi_sequence

List of protein sequence files

clustal

Matching list of nucleotide sequence files

nucleotides
prote in_alignment

proteins_to_align

nucleotides
tree

alignment

pal2nal
sequences

codeml
results
Workflow Outputs

guide tree

proteins alignment

dN/dS results

nucleotides alignment

Workflow Outputs

Fig. 3. Representation of the workflows where alignment step enacts the nested sub workflow
comprising of three steps (images: CWL viewer)

The “scatter” operation in CWL when applied to one or more input parameters of a
workflow step or a sub workflow, supports parallel execution of the associated process.
Parallelism is also available without “scatter” when separate processes have all their
inputs ready. If enough compute resources are available these jobs will be enacted concurrently, else queued for execution. Compute intensive steps of a workflow can benefit
from scatter feature for parallel execution and reduce overall run time. Both input parameters in this workflow are using “scatter” feature specifying that the nested workflow should be enacted separately for each protein and its respective nucleotide sequence file. In case of more than one input parameter using scatter, a “scatterMethod”
is also required to understand decomposition of inputs into set of independent jobs. This
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workflow is using “dot product” as scatter method which implies that input lists are
aligned in such a way that one element is extracted from each list for each enactment
of the nested workflow. We enacted this workflow using three example protein sequence and respective nucleotide sequence files from example data. For each set, the
sub workflow was enacted as an isolated job resulting into three nested executions of
the workflow. The generated workflow-run RO [40], is tested within the “workflow”
directory as “cwltool packed.cwl primary-job.json” for successful re-enactment using
the relativised data and resources in the RO.

4

Challenges and Limitations

Our case study is a concise example of a conventional workflow including a nested sub
workflow for modular structure and the use of the CWL scatter feature for parallel execution of independent tasks using the same tool. The sub workflow currently is treated
as a black box and not catered as a separate “WorkflowRun” in the provenance profile.
As a result, the generated provenance profile is a flattened view of the relationship between the activities and entities of the outer and nested workflow without sufficient
distinction of the data flow from sub workflow to the main workflow (Fig. 4). Contentaddressable data will deal with the artefact name mismatch when mapping data between
the nested and main workflow. For content-addressing we reused cwltool’s SHA-1 hash
values, however this should be replaced with a stronger hash like SHA-256 as SHA-1
has been proven to have predictable collisions [30]. The choice of identifier scheme
for data values is not currently fixed in CWLProv, as different CWL implementations
may have existing hash or data identifier mechanisms that are natural to reuse. However, this means implementations could generate different identifiers for the same
value, making it harder to cross-reference equal data values in multiple ROs. In addition, currently we are using UUIDs as identifiers for activities, but server-hosted CWL
implementations might have existing URIs that could be reused for activity identifiers.
SubWorkflow is treated as a
ProcessRun instead of a WorkflowRun

First step of subworkflow “clustal” is
also classified as ProcessRun

Activity Declaration for sub-workflow:
“workflow alignment”

Sub-Workflow is not classified as nested
but as part of the main workflow

Fig. 4. showing a nested workflow treated as a ProcessRun only in Provenance Profile

The provenance capture and RO customization can be classified into four levels to realise a hierarchical and modular solution towards interoperable domain specific provenance capture (Fig. 5). Level 0 refers to the lowest level of provenance in which the
RO only contains the actual files used in a workflow enactment. In this case it can only
be used for result interpretation and debugging in case of failed executions. Level 1
builds upon this to add retrospective provenance profiles, with content-addressable data
and an executable workflow definition to ensure reproducibility of the analysis. These
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levels are complete whereas level 2 and 3 are a work in progress. At level 2, we aim to
handle nested workflows as a WorkflowRun and achieve reproducibility of main as
well as nested workflow such that both specifications are re-runnable independently. In
addition, we are working on generating multiple provenance profiles for main and
nested workflows to deliver different views for each sub workflow enactment. Furthermore, we are working on adding more PROV constructs such as prov:alternateOf and
prov:specializationOf to include clear references within the RO. For version-controlled
workflows, adopting a permalink URI scheme based on git for identifying the workflows can help achieve persistence of the software and mitigate the ambiguity when
referring to the data artefacts. In addition, we are planning to incorporate RFC6920 [31]
ni URIs for global data identifiers, as well as the proposed arcp URI scheme for identifying files contained within the RO.
✓ Enhanced understandability of data
✓ Enmark data with well-established domain specific
annotation standards e.g. EDAM

Level 3
Domain
specific
annotations
and vocabularies
Nested workflows handled
Unique unambiguous identifiers
Make nested workflows rerunnable
Multiple Retrospective Provenance
Profiles

Level 2

Workflow-centric RO
content-addressable data artifacts,
relativised input configuration,
workflow run provenance profile
executable workflow
CAUTION: sub-workflows are treated as black box

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Make nested workflows rerunnable
Content addressable data for nested workflows
Avoid duplication due to simple file names
Use of Permalinks as an identifier for each workflow
Support prov:alternateOf(), prov:specializationOf()

Level 1

Archive the workflow specification, actual parameter configuration files
and command line tool specifications
CAUTION: might contain hardcoded file paths and local references

✓
✓
✓
✓

Reproducibility of analysis
Retrospective provenance capture
Content addressable data
Aggregated Software environment and other
resources

✓ Resources for debugging
✓ Results interpretation
Trustworthiness by sharing original
resources

Level 0 ✓

Fig. 5. Depiction of the levels of provenance and resource aggregation.

CWL supports incorporation of domain-specific ontologies to describe data artefacts. On level 3 we aim to extract such information from the CWL workflow specification and utilize it to annotate the entities in the provenance profiles for understandability of the data artefacts used in a given analysis. CWL also supports declaration of
attribution details such as author name, institute and email address. This information
can be represented using prov:agent() in the workflow prospective provenance profile
as well as with pav:authoredBy in the RO manifest to propagate attribution details.

5

Related Work

The research related to our study can be categorized into two classes: previous studies
implementing workflow centric ROs and efforts focusing on documenting retrospective
provenance associated with workflow enactments.
Application of Workflow-centric ROs. Belhajjame et al. [8] proposed the application of ROs to develop workflow-centric ROs containing data and metadata that supports the understandability of the analysis methods. They explored five essential requirements to workflow preservation and identified data and metadata that can be stored
to satisfy the said requirements. They proposed extension to existing ontologies and
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developed four new ontologies to represent workflow specific information. However,
the scope of the proposed model at that time was not interoperability in terms of execution of the aggregated workflows as it was demonstrated for a Taverna workflow
using myExperiment which makes it quite platform-dependent. Gomez-Perez et al. proposed extensions to the RO model to equip a workflow-centric RO with information
catering for the specific needs of the Earth Science community, resulting in enhanced
findability and reusability for experts [32]. They demonstrated that the principles of
the RO in general support extensions to generate aggregated resources leveraging domain specific knowledge. Hettne et al. used genomic workflows as a case study to
demonstrate the utilization of ROs to capture methods and data supporting querying
and useful extraction of information about the scientific investigation under observation
[9]. The solution is tightly coupled with the Taverna Workflow Management System
and hence if shared, would not be interoperable or rerunnable outside of the Taverna
environment.
Tracking Retrospective Provenance. Plethora of studies are working in various dimensions to capture retrospective provenance by using established tools and standards
or proposing a new solution to the problem. We only consider studies utilizing the
Provenance standards (PROV specifications) in any capacity. Prabhune et al. adopt the
principles of ProvONE and introduce a system comprised of three components including a ‘Provenance Manager’, responsible for handling the provenance information generated at any stage of workflow life cycle. The Prov2ONE module as part of provenance
manager, implements an algorithm designed to automate the construction of provenance graphs involving capture of prospective and retrospective provenance. Michaelides et al. support portability and reproducibility of a statistical suite [33] by capturing
the essential elements from the log of a workflow run, representing them using an
intermediate notation and later translate to PROV-N. A Linux-specific provenance approach was proposed by Paquier et al. where they demonstrated retrospective provenance capture at the system level [34]. Another ongoing project UniProv is working to
extract information from Unicore middleware and transform it into PROV-O representation to facilitate the back-tracking of an experiment [35]. The toolkit, PROV-man
uses the PROV standard to record provenance information that can be created, managed
and queried using the programming API and stored in a configurable relational database
[36]. Platforms as VisTrials [37] and Taverna have built in retrospective provenance
support. Taverna implements an extensive provenance capture system TavernaProv
[41], utilizing both PROV ontologies as well as ROs aggregating the resources used in
an analysis. Vistrails is an open source project supporting platform-dependent provenance capture, visualization and querying for extraction of required information about
a workflow run. Chirigati et al. provide an overview of PROV terms and how they can
be translated from the VisTrials schema and serialized to PROV-XML [38] .

6

Conclusion

This work has been implemented observing best practice recommendations in current
literature (Table 1), resulting in mapping the recommendations (R1..Rn) from literature
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(discussed in section 1) to the design choices (regarding standards) made (defined as
Action A1..An):
Table 2. Mapping recommendations to realisations of this study
A1: We have focused on “workflow-centric” ROs for storing and sharing workflows similar
to any other data artefact.
A2: A provenance profile is generated for recording retrospective provenance of the CWL
workflow enactment.
A3: A community-driven widely adopted standard CWL was selected for the CWLProv implementation. This directly supports the documentation and description of the processes using standard constructs.
A4: CWL supports Docker format software containers and CWL implementations use Docker
compatible container runtimes such as Docker itself, Singularity, and udocker to solve dependency issues associated with the software analysis environment.
A5: All the standards and implementations including CWLProv are community driven, open
source and based on open licensing efforts.
A6: The job file containing the parameters used to run the CWL workflow along with the
input data was aggregated in the workflow-centric RO to support reproducibility.
A7: Intermediate data capture is facilitated by CWL in such a way that the outputs when
declared at “workflow-level” are captured as workflow outputs that could be used for debugging and further analysis purposes.

We have identified hierarchical levels of provenance and resource aggregation and
make the case for reusing existing best practice open-source standards for workflow
definition (CWL), for aggregation and annotation of resources (RO), and for provenance representation (PROV-DM, RO ontology). Achieving highest level of provenance and aggregation (Fig. 5) will facilitate the validation of scientific findings, support reruns and debugging, offer understanding of the data artefacts and establish trustworthiness. Our approach will mitigate the workflow decay and underlying principles
of the standards utilized to implement CWLProv will result in a semantically rich executable workflow objects such that any platform supporting CWL and CWLProv will
be able to reproduce them. We ultimately aim to achieve a solution which aligns with
all four dimensions of FAIR principles [39]. In this study, provenance capture and aggregation of resources at Level 1 has resulted in achieving reusability. This study can
further be extended to support provenance capture for other implementations of CWL
to demonstrate interoperability. Our approach to level 2 and 3 will result in achieving
findability and accessibility dimensions to satisfy the requirements of all four dimensions of FAIR principles.
Acknowledgements: We gratefully acknowledge The University of Melbourne for providing funding
support as MIRS and MIFRS scholarship. SSR was funded by European Union contract H2020-EINFRA2015-1-675728 (BioExcel CoE).
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